
The Index: An Alternate Perception of 
Value and Judgement

“Every year, the face gets uglier and uglier until you can hardly bear to 

look at it. A person who had good thoughts cannot ever be ugly. You 

can have a wonky nose and a crooked mouth and a double chin and 

stick-out teeth, but if you have good thoughts it will shine out of your 

face like sunbeams and you will always look lovely,” Roald Dahl. 

Within children’s literature, there’s a pureness and imagination within 

a child’s mind that can almost be perceived as a moving window that 

shifts out of focus as humans grow older and lose that child-like 

mindset. With growth by age comes many aspects of life both external 

and internal that begin to shift into focus. We become both compelled 

by life’s idiosyncracies and constrained by society’s social framework 

within our daily lives. We currently live in an age of social expression, 

curation, and identity, where social media and the exponential 

advancement of the internet has allowed people more than ever before 

to express a certain external production of oneself to a network of 

people. Roald Dahl was unique in that he held onto the notion of a 

child’s perception of the world and of people through his stories, 

viewing it through the lens of internal rather than external judgement. 

This principle got us thinking, well what if looks and aesthetics of 

people weren’t the standard anymore? What if it was a governmental 

action to be a purveyor of moral value and of “goodness” based on a 

public broadcast of how people actually feel internally? With the 

Index, our hope is that these questions will help create a story on how 

society would interpret, cope and react to such a notion when a current 

standard of perception in society is flipped from external to interal. 
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Our research spanned three main topics of interest in which allowed us 

to create a foundation for this society and how it functions as well as 

understand the implications of an internally perceptive community. 

First, we explored the idea of publicized truth in the form of scopol-

amine, also known as, truth serum. This was of interest to us because of 

the discrepancies and inaccuracies of truth and intention. As a means 

of understanding the psychology of perception in social standards, we 

looked at a more technical piece called the “Perserverence in Self 

Perception and Social Perception: Biased Attributional Processes in the 

Debriefing Paradigm”. This aloud us to understand judgement, and this 

idea of FMOT, or the first moment of truth. The final piece of work we 

looked at was The Sovereignty of Good, by Iris Murdoch, to find a 

better picture of “goodness” and morals in order to understand the 

impact of these standards we have places upon within this society. 

Perception is an interesting thing, especially when it comes to the idea 

of moral value. As a society in the 21st century, we as people live such 

complex and modular lives, where we are both invigorated and 

burdened by the contextual, social, and technological phenomenons 

that we call the present. So when we try and understand perception, 

and the value of good within this complex world we live in, it is far 

from black and white. In my opinion at least, I almost see the way we 

function and externalize ourselves as layers of our identity, where we 

as modular people in a modular society disseminate different aspects of 

ourselves, whether authentic, semi-truthful, or something completly 

conflicting of character. It is almost an subconscious adaptation of 

human nature in the way when we progress from our day to day 

routines, going from person to person, group to group, and context to 

context to adapt in such an externalized way. 

Now the interesting question would be to ask ourselves how to bring 

forth to our present society a new form of perception in which 

intention, value, and truth are broadcast in a way that is very public. 

Not only would it be publicized, but it would be communicated in way 

that is standardized and measured. 

Our proposal is called The Index, a framework that provides value and 

“goodness” within an established government infrastructure in the 

year 2024 to gauge and measure internal human value. Society is now 

broken down into a very standard value scale which is read and 

broadcast by the Index, ranging from people who are “good with good 

intentions” to bad with bad intentions.” This is done through a 

technological breakthrough in the form of a wearable, where everyone 

is required to wear in order to be integrated into the Index. This 

wearable measures both moral value as well as the value scale of the 

given intention for an action. 
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Iris Murdoch, a philsopher, brings about many concepts that deal with 

the inner consciousness in relation to internal moral dialogue and how 

one amounts to certain degree of “goodness”. Murdoch describes that 

the ordinary person does not really know “a certain amount about 

Good and about the way in which it is connected with our condition” 

Murdoch makes it clear that the good and love play different roles and 

should not be identified with each other. and that we cannot fully 

understand what virtue is like until we understand that the goodness is 

closely connected with the acceptance of real death, real chance and 

real transience. 

The idea of truth serum is interesting because it is one of the only tools 

in which reinforces a behavior that insinuates a full torrent of truth. 

However, the interesting thing about it is that the truth isn’t necessarily 

the truth in which one would seek. Truth serum may help disrupting 

defensive patterns, and may sometimes be helpful in interrogation, but 

even under the best conditions they will elicit an output contaminated 

by deception, fantasy, garbled speech, etc. A major vulnerability within 

truth serum is that they produce in the subject a tendency to believe he 

has revealed more than he has. It is possible, however, for both normal 

individuals and psychopaths to resist drug interrogation; it seems likely 

that any individual who can withstand ordinary intensive interrogation 

can hold out in narcosis. The best aid to a defense against narco-

interrogation is foreknowledge of the process and its limitations. There 

is an acute need for controlled experimental studies of drug reaction, 

not only to depressants but also to stimulants and to combinations of 

depressants, stimulants, and ataraxics.

TRUTH SERUM IRIS MURDOCH

Perceptions within the self are one of the most perserverant processes 

in our way of thinking. Once formed, impressions are remarkbly 

determined and unresponsive to new input, even when such logic 

logically negates a fact or an orignal basis of the person. It’s proposed 

that personal impressions and social perceptions have become in day 

and age relatively autonomous from the evidence that created them. 

It’s brings about interested questions about the society we’re 

proposing, and whether the psychology of perception itslef would 

change in relation to a much more internal way of perceiving rather 

than a visual or external representation of a first impression? 

PERSERVERANCE IN SELF PERCEPTION

The Index isn’t just a product, but more of an infrastructure which we 

have created to test as an alternative future to which society can 

uniformaly call their new standard. Just the way looks and external 

features can become a commonplace, subconcious field of perception 

of any person, the Index provides much more raw, data that deals with 

value, emotion, and intention in which this society now regards as a 

higher standard of judgement. Two main aspects of measurement are 

first, the groupings of people within a society which include: 
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The Judge - A honest judge who rules with a passion 

for the judicial system but an empathetic heart for 

those he comes across. Reveals empathetic character-

istic through his commalities with a lot of these 

individuals who come through court. However, rules 

less in favor of the Index, and more towards the law. 

The Wife - Tina is the wife of Jackson, a pair of 

college sweethearts who eventually got married after 

graduating. Tina reveals she is strives to be a model 

citizen, and feels delight in the fact that she is under 

the quadrant of “good person with good intentions” 

through much of her compassion for volunteer work. 

Her relationship with Jackson is strained from her 

expectation of the Index, which he doesn’t live up to.

The Husband - This is the husband of Tina, who 

reveals that feels he is not good enough. A lot of his 

frusturation and strain from his relationship with 

Tina is because of the pressures of the Index. He is 

tired of the technology and the stress of keeping his 

index up to please his wife. He believes the Index has 

made society as a whole more judgemental than ever 

before and much worse. 

A 17 year old girl who is just about to get the Index, 

she has mixed feeling about how this will effect her, 

as she understands herself as generally good person, 

but think maybe there is a side of her she has not seen.

These groupings take the mass amount of moral, cultural, and social 

data and create an intuitive structure for levels of hierarchy. Four levels 

provides an easier response to one’s own reflective self, and a 

straight-forward way to compare and see others. An idealized model 

citizen would be a person who is good natured, well-rounded, and 

thoughtful at heart, and used those qualities to contribute and give to 

spread that disposition to others. While another synthesis of these 

groupings could include a repeat-offender criminal who’s intention 

isn’t to selfishly steal for him/herself but to provide for the family. 

There are many psyche’s attached to such a simple set of standards, but 

creating such drastic divisions allows for an “internal” society to strive 

to go from one level to the next and to constantly analyze the 

implications of their actions in relation to this grid. 

Another aspect of the Index System is the logistic and social implica-

tions of transition, particularly from teenage to adulthood. The Index is 

actually not required until one becomes an adult, where a person has 

had enough time to fully come to grasp with responsibility of actions 

and understand the complex nature of the world society lives in. Once 

18, a person must submit themselves to the Index System, where 

accountability and responsibility is now fully in reliance to oneself. 

As designers, we were able to be the makers and tinkerers of this 

society to a certain extent, but beyond providing an infrastructure to a 

future fictionalized society, we couldn’t make too many assumptions on 

social behaviors and people’s narratives in general. Our approach was 

to allow people within our present to take on a character of this 

fictionalized future in order to truly understand one one’s motivations, 

narratives, relationships, emotions, etc. could all be effected just be a 

flip of a mindset and the prominence of measuring value. 

CHARACTERS

APPROACH



Overall, a lot of the interviews spanned a wide range of topics we were 

interested in. First off, many questions about the Index Society that we 

couldn’t answer ourselves was how crime and the judicial system 

worked. Did the law rule over the Index? Does the Index play a big part 

of the way sentences are drawn out? Can the intention measurement of 

the Index be a part of the evidence and prosecution/defense? We found 

it interesting to see that judges can play different roles, depending on 

their perspective. One may rule more towards the intention and 

goodness of a person on the stand, while another may rule more for the 

law and play down the intention level.  The impact of relationships was 

also quite interesting to witness, and to see how a standard framework 

can create competition even among those closest to you. It makes sense 

that a visual indicator founded in color and numbers would be much 

easier to judge and compete with than our present day perceptions of 

externalized viewing. 

When looking at our present day, trends are a hugely prevalent way of 

understanding what looks “good” what is “fashionable” and what is 

“appealing” during a cycle of time. With the Index, would those same 

preferences and cultural behaviors be prevalent as well? Our thinking 

was that yes, it would definitely be a hugely widespread phenomenom 

but just in a different form. One thing that clearly manifests itself as a 

very similar situation is this idea of “charity” trends. So for example, 

when Angelina Jolie and Madonna adopted from a third world, African 

country, it became sensationalized into this “trend”. With the Index in 

place, those types of trends could easily feed itself into the culturally 

zeitgeist of things, where people would clamor to impove the Index 

scores just to be a part of a wave. 

INTERVIEW SYNTHESIS + ARTIFACT 1 TRENDS

FIGURE 2 |  TWO SETS OF LIGHTS,  

GREEN SYMBOLIZES THOUGHTS WHILE 

RED SYMBOLIZES INTENTION
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FIGURE 3 |  HOME PAGE OF GLOBAL TREND INDEX



The Index was definitely a compelling and rich system that I felt we 

just brushed the surface of. I really enjoyed using improvisation and 

real people’s narratives as a way to help us design and flesh out what 

naturally would be the behaviors of one who lived in this fictionalized 

society of internal over external value. My takeway from all of this is 

learning about extemes, and how there is a notion that judging a book 

by its cover is only surface deep , but at the same time, the other end of 

it can also lead to very different implications that can be positive yes, 

but also quite negative. It seems that balance is the best way to move 

forward with the future, and to understand empathy in relation to 

every individual’s stories, rather than just grouping them within one 

single social caste of people. Also, thank you Aisling and classmates for 

a really great semester. I really enjoyed being pushed to try and explore 

new avenues of creativity and to be put in uncomfortable but 

challenging situations that made for some good brain food! 

CONCLUSION + THANKS

FIGURE 3 GIVING MANIA! 

FIGURE 4 NEWS FEED
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